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OUTLINE OF TALK

Anaphora resolution: a quick intro to the 
problem
Our first tool for anaphora resolution: 
GUITAR
Applications of GUITAR: 

summarization 
information extraction

A new toolkit: BART



CONTEXT DEPENDENCE

The interpretation of most expressions depends on 
the context in which they are used
Developing methods for interpreting context 
dependent expressions useful in many applications
We focus here on dependence of nominal 
expressions on context introduced 
LINGUISTICALLY, for which I’ll use the term 
ANAPHORA



Anaphora resolution: the 
problem



Anaphora resolution:
coreference chains



Chains of object mentions in 
text

Toni Johnson pulls a tape measure across the front of what 
was once a stately Victorian home.
A deep trench now runs along its north wall, exposed when 
the house lurched two feet off its foundation during last 
week's earthquake.
Once inside, she spends nearly four hours measuring and 
diagramming each room in the 80-year-old house, gathering 
enough information to estimate what it would cost to rebuild 
it.
While she works inside, a tenant returns with several friends 
to collect furniture and clothing.
One of the friends sweeps broken dishes and shattered glass 
from a countertop and starts to pack what can be salvaged 
from the kitchen. (WSJ section of Penn Treebank corpus)



Applications of anaphora 
resolution

Tasks that require determining the coherence of (segments of) text
Segmentation
Post-hoc coherence check in summarization (Steinberger et al, 2007)

Tasks that require identifying the most important information in a text
Sentence selection in summarization (Steinberger et al 2005, 2007)
Indexing

Information extraction: recognize which expressions refer to objects in 
the domain

Relation extraction from biomedical text (Sanchez-Graillet and Poesio, 
2006, 2007)

Multimodal interfaces: recognize which objects  in the visual scene are 
being referred to



RESEARCH ON ANAPHORA 
RESOLUTION: A QUICK SUMMARY

1970-1995
Primarily theoretical
Emphasis: commonsense knowledge, salience
Exception: Hobbs 1977

1995-2005
First annotated corpora to be used to develop, evaluate and 
compare systems (MUC, Ge and Charniak, ACE)
First robust systems 

Heuristic-based: Mitkov
ML: Vieira & Poesio 1998, 2000; Soon et al 2001, Ng and Cardie
2002

Emphasis: surface features
Exceptions: Poesio & Vieira, Harabagiu, Markert

2005-present
More sophisticated ML techniques (global models, kernels)
Richer features – especially semantic information
First tools



ANAPHORA RESOLUTION 
TOOLS

For many years, no off-the-shelf anaphora 
resolution systems as usable as parsers
A few now exists and have been used for 
applications:

[GATE]
Java-RAP (pronouns)
GUITAR (Poesio & Kabadjov, 2004; Kabadjov, 
2007)
BART (Versley et al, 2008)



GuiTAR: A general-purpose tool

XML in / XML out
Can be part of NLP pipeline

Implemented in Java
Data- and Application-level integration into NLP systems

Easily modifiable
New preprocessing modules / AR algorithms can easily be 
integrated



INPUT / OUTPUT: MINIMAL 
ANAPHORIC SYNTAX

<s> …
<ne id="ne139" cat="the-np" per="per3“ gen=”neut” num=”plur”>

<W P="DT">The</W>
<mod id="m89" type=”pre”>

<W P="JJ">fragile</W>
</mod>
<nphead>

<W P="NNS">eggs</W>
</nphead>

</ne> …
</s>

<ante current="ne139" rel="ident">
<anchor antecedent="ne112" />

</ante>



ANAPHORA RESOLUTION IN 
GUITAR 3.0.3

Separate anaphoric resolvers for each type of NP
Pronouns: Mitkov’s pronoun resolution algorithm 
(1998)
NEs: Boncheva et al algorithm 
DEFINITE DESCRIPTIONS

Vieira and Poesio’s algorithm  for DD resolution (2000) 
statistical DN classifier

Easy to modify by developing new methods



ARCHITECTURE



A generic discourse model for 
anaphora resolution



DISCOURSE-NEW DETECTION 
AND DEFINITE DESCRIPTIONS

Poesio and Vieira (1998): about 66% of definite 
descriptions in the WSJ portion of the Penn Treebank 
are discourse-new

(1) Toni Johnson pulls a tape measure across the front 
of what was once a stately Victorian home.

(2) The Federal Communications Commission
allowed American Telephone & Telegraph Co. 
to continue
offering discount phone services for large-business
customers and said it would soon re-examine its 
regulation of  the long-distance market.



Discourse-new detection for 
definite description resolution

The main problem studied with GUITAR is 
the impact of discourse-new detectors on 
definite description resolution
Methods: two-stage approach to definite 
description resolution

1. use heuristic methods (Vieira & Poesio, 2000) to 
find candidate antecedents, if any

2. Use a classifier to decide whether DNEW or 
DOLD

features: string, syntactic, web counts



RESULTS:
ANAPHORA RESOLUTION

CROSS UNSEEN
P R F P R F

Without DN 
detection

62.6 69.1 65.7 76.5

92.3

74.372.2

66.7 77.4With DN 
detection

84.2 59.2 69.6



Corpus-based evaluation: 
perfect mentions

(On Vieira-Poesio corpus)



Corpus-based evaluation: 
automatically extracted mentions

(On CAST summarization 
corpus, Mitkov & Orasan)



Applications of anaphora 
resolution

Tasks that require determining the coherence of (segments of) text
Segmentation
Post-hoc coherence check in summarization (Steinberger et al, 
2007)

Tasks that require identifying the most important information in a text

Sentence selection in summarization (Steinberger et 
al 2005, 2007)
Indexing

Information extraction

Relation extraction from biomedical text (Sanchez-
Graillet and Poesio, 2006, 2007)



APPROACHES TO 
SUMMARIZATION

Lexical approaches
Lexical relations used to identify central terms
(Barzilay and Elhadad, 1997; Gong and Liu, 2002)

Coreference-based approaches
Identifying central terms by running coreference-
(anaphoric-) resolver over the text (Boguraev and 
Kennedy, 1997; Baldwin and Morton, 1998; Vieira)

A combination of both?
Does adding the anaphoric information improve 
summarization performance?



TWO USES OF ANAPHORA 
RESOLUTION IN SUMMARIZATION

To determine the most important 
entities in a text
To ensure the coherence of the summary
Claim: EVEN THE LIMITED QUALITY 
OFFERED BY GUITAR CIRCA 2006 
SUFFICIENT TO ACHIEVE SIGNIFICANT 
IMPROVEMENTS IN THESE TASKS



THE CASE FOR ANAPHORA 
RESOLUTION IN SUMMARIZATION

“ PRIEST IS CHARGED WITH POPE ATTACH
A Spanish priest was charged here today with 
attempting to murder the Pope. Juan Fernandez
Krohn, aged 32, was arrested after a man armed 
with a bayonet approached the Pope while he was 
saying prayers at Fatima on Wednesday night. 
According to the police, Fernandez told the 
investigators today that he trained for the past six 
months for the assault. . . . If found guilty, the 
Spaniard faces a prison sentence of 15-20 years.”

(Boguraev and Kennedy, 1997)



Combining lexically-based and 
entity-based summarization

Starting point: LSA-based summarization 
(Gong and Liu, Steinberger et al)

Captures: lexical cohesion
Add anaphoric information
Two ways of doing this



LSA 



LSA-based Summarization (1)

Gong and Liu 
for each row in VT (topic), choose the sentence 
with the highest value (best description of the 
topic)
Ties the dimensionality reduction to the desired 
summary length
A sentence may score highly (but not highest in 
any dimension), and thus will not be extracted 
despite being a good candidate



LSA-based Summarization (2)
Steinberger & Jezek

Compute the length of each sentence vector in matrix Σ.VT

Single sentence score:

∑
=

⋅=
r

i
iikk vs

1

22
, σ

Dimensionality reduction level (r) is learned from the 
data 
(take dimension i if singmax / singi < threshold)



TWO WAYS OF USING 
ANAPHORIC INFORMATION

Substitution
Addition



Combining lexical and anaphoric 
knowledge – Substitution method

GuiTAR as pre-processor
Example:

S: ”If we don’t do it now, Australia is going to 
be in deficit and debt into the next century.”

S: ”If Australia don’t do spending cuts now, 
Australia is going to be in deficit and debt into 
the next century.”



Combining lexical and anaphoric 
knowledge – Addition method

Modifying the source SVD matrix



Evaluation 1: CAST corpus
37 files from CAST corpus of manually produced 
summaries (Orasan et. al., 2003)
Anaphoric relations annotation

Parsed the corpus with Charniak’s parser (2000)
Annotated with MMAX (Mueller and Strube, 2003)

Evaluation Measures:
Relative Utility (Radev et. al., 2000)
Cosine Similarity
F-score
Main Topic Similarity (Steinberger and Jezek, 2004)



Evaluation – AR Performance

Type of Anaphor P R F
DD
Personal Pronouns
Possessive 
Pronouns
Overall

69.1 53.3 60.2
46.2
52.6

50.8

43.9 45.1
52.9 52.8

55.5 53.1

Performance of GuiTAR v2.1 (proper noun 
resolution not included)



Evaluation – Upper bound

Evaluation 
Method

Lexical
LSA

Manual 
Substitution

Manual 
Addition

15% 0.595 0.573 0.662Relative
Utility

15% 0.42 0.41 0.489F-score
30% 0.557 0.549 0.583

Cosine
Similarity

15% 0.686 0.682 0.747Main Topic
Similarity 30% 0.836 0.829 0.866

30% 0.645 0.662 0.688

15% 0.774 0.806 0.823
30% 0.863 0.878 0.886



Evaluation – GuiTAR 
improvement

Evaluation 
Method

Lexical
LSA

CAST

0.527
0.618
0.348
0.522
0.726
0.855
0.630
0.810

Relative
Utility

15% 0.42 0.347 0.441F-score
30% 0.557 0.524 0.573

Cosine
Similarity

15% 0.686 0.643 0.699Main 
Topic
Similarity

30% 0.836 0.818 0.868

GuiTAR
Substitution

GuiTAR
Addition

15% 0.595 0.530 0.640
30% 0.645 0.626 0.678

15% 0.774 0.804 0.805
30% 0.863 0.873 0.879



Evaluation 2 (DUC 2002)



INFORMATION EXTRACTION 
AND AR

AR may help recall by identifying arguments 
that would not have been correctly classified 
otherwise
This seems to happen even when using a 
‘generic’ AR system like GUITAR



OUR APPLICATION: MINING PROTEIN-
PROTEIN INTERACTIONS

Sanchez et al SMBM 2006



PIE

Our text mining system (Sanchez et al, 2005, 
2006; Sanchez, 2007)
Focus: extracting NEGATIVE protein-protein 
interactions
Methods:

Term extraction: off-the-shelf systems + UniProt
consultation
Relation extraction: SVM / Pattern-matching



USING ANAPHORA 
RESOLUTION WITH PIE

Run GUITAR as preprocessor
For pronominal arguments of INTERACT 
verbs, use type of antecedent 



EXPERIMENTS

35 abstracts
32 MEDSTRACT abstracts (Pustejovsky et  al ) + 
3 from Journal of Biological  Chemistry

23 full texts
The 20 available full texts from MEDSTRACT + 
the texts of the 3 JBC articles



RESULTS

GUITAR performance:

PIE vs. GUITAR-PIE:



FROM GUITAR TO BART

Main limitations of GUITAR: 
Not much support to the development of ML 
algorithms
Interface to preprocessing could be better 
engineered

2007 Johns Hopkins Workshop (ELERFED): 
Joined forces with a fairly large consortium to 
create a new platform for experimenting with AR



Main features of BART

Designed to make it easy to experiment with 
alternative ML models
Still easy to use as part of pipeline

Implemented in Java
XML-in, XML-out
Very clean, standoff-based interface to 
preprocessing

Easy error analysis via MMAX
Publically available as Open Source from 
Assembla



Architecture



Components

Preprocessing
aggregate data in MMAX2 annotation layers
Mention extraction
create markables from chunks/NEs
Extract information about mentions
mention type, semantic class ...
Encode coref into classifier decisions and 
extract features



Flexibility in Preprocessing

Chunker (YamCha) vs. Parser (Charniak) 
Stanford NER vs. Carafe
Mentions from Chunks/NEs vs.
Mentions from Mention Tagger (Carafe) 



Can interface with several ML 
packages

WEKA Machine Learning Toolkit
C4.5, RIPPER, other learning modules

SVMlight-TK
SVMs, different kernels (linear, polynomial, etc.) 
Tree kernels
Custom kernels

MaxEnt-based ranking
find best among a set of candidates



Resolution Algorithms

Closest-first decoding (Soon et al., 2001) 
Separate classifiers for pronouns/non-
pronouns
Ranking-based resolution
Stacking ranking+classifier
Global models



Quantitative / Qualitative 
Evaluation

MUC scoring (per 
document, in total) 
Link-based scores, by 
type of anaphora
(pronouns, appositions / 
copula, names, 
nominals)  
Qualitative evaluation
inspect results in 
MMAX2



QUESTIONS WE ARE 
CURRENTLY PURSUING

Improving mention extraction, particularly in 
technical domains

Joint entity detection and linking (cfr. Daume and 
Marcu 2005)
By combining with term extraction algorithms

Lexical and commonsense knowledge
Particularly: AR and relation extraction as a joint 
inference problem



(Some) Collaborators

Mijail Kabadjov Olivia Sanchez Josef Steinberger

Yannick VersleyKepa Rodriguez Simone Ponzetto



Links

GUITAR:
http://dces.essex.ac.uk/research/nle/GuiTAR/

BART:
http://www.assembla.com/wiki/show/bart-coref

Massimo Poesio’s home page (Essex):
http://cswww.essex.ac.uk/staff/poesio

ELERFED:
http://www.clsp.jhu.edu/ws2007/groups/elerfed/
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